San Francisco State University has obtained insurance coverage for foreign travel. This coverage extends only to trips that secure the coverage ahead of the trip. When a trip is covered, certain benefits are extended to participants in the foreign travel who pay a fee*.

Below is a summary of the benefits of the policy.

**24 hour accident and sickness protection, accident and sickness medical expenses:**
$10,000 Covered Medical Expense, maximum each person
$250 deductible per insured person

**Emergency Medical Evacuation**
$50,000 covered expense, each person

**Emergency Family Travel**
$50,000 Maximum, each emergency medical evacuation

**Repatriation of Remains**
$25,000 Covered Expense, maximum each person

**Travel Assistance provided by AIG International Services per the reverse. Please read carefully and keep with you while on your covered trip.**

*PLEASE NOTE:

- This coverage applies only to trips registered, quoted and bound through Alliant Insurance Services before departure date.

- Coverage only applies during the dates of covered trip, and while on foreign soil.

- Any accident or illness requiring medical attention MUST be reported to AIG International Services: (01-713) 260-5508, or access an international operator and call collect (713) 260-5508.

- Once covered party returns to the United States, his/her personal domestic medical benefits will take over coverage.